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Principal litterbugs? 



Principal litterbugs? 
16 to 24 year-old 

macho guys 



How do you convince young 
macho guys to care about the 
environment?  



1. Identify motivational core values



1. Identify motivational core values

Win

over

What has emotional pull?



2. Connect target’s motivational core value 
with green issue

Core Value = Green issue
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2. Connect target’s motivational core value 
with green issue

Core Value = Green issue



 Stoked ‘state pride’ to motivate young men to 
not mess up Texas with trash  
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 One year later, trash on 
Texas highways down 29 
percent!

 Five years later, down 72 
percent!  



Core Value = Green issue





Tapping 
student values 
of freedom, 
saving money, 
health, and 
finding love.







PLEASE
DO

TEXT
AND
RIDE



THANK YOU FOR
NOT SMOKING
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$ave Your ¢a¢he
Valley Air
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BIKE



 Understand Cache Valley residents’ values 
and priorities - What’s really important?

 Align clean air initiatives/outreach with those 
values and priorities

 Build a clean air ethic that resonates with 
those values and priorities 

Ed.Stafford@usu.edu
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